
PRE-ORDER  
BONUSES

• Captivate Book Club 
• Conversation Starter Swipe File 
• Choose Your Own Adventure Guides



CAPTIVATE  
FACEBOOK GROUP

Meet all your fellow readers and see some of our sneak peek links. 
Just request to join this private Facebook group and follow along as you read.

JOIN CAPTIVATE BOOK CLUB

http://bit.ly/CaptivateBookClub


CONVERSATION  
STARTER  

SWIPE FILE



My Personal Favorites

• Have anything exciting going on?
• How did you get your name?
• Going on any trips anytime soon?
• When you are not ____, what do you spend your time doing?
• What personal passion project are you working on?



For VIPs

• Working on any new projects? 
• Read anything interesting lately? 
• If you could give a TED Talk on any subject you are NOT 

an expert in—what would you give it on? (Thanks for this 
question Tim Ferriss!)

• You are one of my role models, so I can’t help but be 
curious about who your role model is?



Advice Questions
• I just had a new book come out! How do you usually get 

book recommendations? I am trying to think of new ways 
to get it out there. 

• Have you read that article about finding 1,000 True Fans? 
Are you a true fan of anything? How do true fans happen?

• Do you think social media is on the way out? We spend 
so much time optimizing it for the Science of People, but 
I’m not sure it is useful. 



Personality Extraction Questions

• Tell me about your family—what role do you usually play?
• What TV, book or movie character is most like you?
• What was the best gift you ever received? Given? 
• What’s the most important thing in your life right now?
• Anything you obsess about in your free time?



Supper Club Questions

• What’s the best thing you ever bought?
• If you had to start a new career right now, what would you 

do?
• Any of the 36 Questions to fall in love. 

http://www.scienceofpeople.com/2015/10/36-questions-to-ask-your-partner/


Favorite Birthday Questions

• What was the highlight of the last year?
• What is your favorite birthday memory?
• What was the best birthday gift you ever received?
• What is your birthday wish? Do you believe in wishes?



Favorite New Years Questions

• What did you learn last year?
• If you had to define the last year in one word, what would 

it be?
• What is one thing you want to achieve next year?
• Do you believe in New Year’s resolutions?



If I had a podcast…

• What is something you enjoy, but most other people 
don’t?

• What’s your guilty pleasure?
• When you are with new people is there anything you 

secretly hope they won’t find out?
• What aspect of your personality do you like most and 

why?
• Did you have any nicknames growing up?



Got favorites?

Tweet me yours! @Vvanedwards 
#conversationstarter

https://twitter.com/vvanedwards


CHOOSE YOUR  
OWN ADVENTURE

our BEST tips for 
DATING! 

Print me!



YOUR CAPTIVATE MAP

HACK #3

HACK #5

HACK #8



Dear Lovely Reader,

We are so thrilled for you to start Captivate--it is the 
beginning of your people skills adventure! Trying to pick a 
favorite behavior hack is like asking to pick a favorite pet. 
But alas, we wanted to select our favorite hacks based on 
YOUR needs. So we pulled these ones out for you to 
focus on. 

There are 14 human behavior hacks total, and we might be 
biased, but we do think they are all pretty great. So be sure 
to read them all, but focus on these special ones for you.

Love,
Vanessa

PS- Hack #3 is my personal favorite and was the most fun 
to write!



CHAPTER #3: SPARK
How to have dazzling conversations. 



CONVERSATIONAL SPARKS

We will teach you the science of sparking conversation. When you 
break social scripts with conversation sparks, you engage your 
partner’s need to respond with more interesting and exciting tidbits. 
This hack will help you:

•Create memorable connections
•Fuel flowing interactions
•Find hot-button topics



CHAPTER #5: INTRIGUE
How to be ridiculously likable.  



SIMILARITY-ATTRACTION EFFECT

We will teach you how to search for threads of similarities. When 
you can inspire people to hop on the “me too” bandwagon, you can 
find another thread to connect with your partner. This hack will help 
you:

• Search for “me too!”
•Be more socially attractive
•Deepen conversation with the Five Why’s



CHAPTER #8: APPRECIATE
How to get the best from people. 



APPRECIATION LANGUAGES

We will teach you about the idea of appreciation languages. When 
you know how someone feels valued you can better tap into their 
needs. This hack will help you:

•Decode your date's needs
•Build a faster connection
•Deepen relationships



CHOOSE YOUR  
OWN ADVENTURE

our BEST tips for 
ENTREPRENEURS! 

Print me!



YOUR CAPTIVATE MAP

YOUR PQ

HACK #2

HACK #4



INTRO: PQ SCORE
Developing your PQ—or interpersonal intelligence— 

is like adding a catalyst to your success. 



By the end of Captivate you will be able to engage anyone you meet in 
memorable conversation. You will know how to leave a lasting first impression 

with clients, colleagues, and friends. 

And you will have more confidence, control, and charisma 
in all of your interactions.

 
• People with high PQ make on average $29,000 more per year than people with 

average PQ. 
• 90 percent of top business performers have high PQ.
• Individuals with strong interpersonal communication report being 42 percent 

happier and more fulfilled with their lives. 

YOUR PQ SCORE



CHAPTER #2: CAPTURE
How to make a killer first impression.  



LEVELING UP

We will teach you the power of body language. When you show up 
with trusting, confident body language, you inspire the people you 
are with to be more trusting and confident. This hack will help you:

•Confirm trust by showing your hands
•Be a winner with your Launch Stance
•Use the right amount of eye contact



CHAPTER #4: HIGHLIGHT
How to be the most memorable person in the room. 



POSITIVE LABELS

We will teach you the power of positive labels. When you highlight 
people’s strengths, you not only bring out the best in them, you also 
encourage them to see the best in you. This hack will help you:

•Always search for good
•Listen with purpose
•Be the high point of every interaction



CHOOSE YOUR  
OWN ADVENTURE

our BEST tips for 
INTROVERTS! 

Print me!



YOUR CAPTIVATE MAP

HACK #1

HACK #3

HACK #10



Dear Lovely Reader,

We are so thrilled for you to start Captivate--it is the 
beginning of your people skills adventure! Trying to pick a 
favorite behavior hack is like asking to pick a favorite pet. 
But alas, we wanted to select our favorite hacks based on 
YOUR needs. So we pulled these ones out for you to 
focus on. 

There are 14 human behavior hacks total, and we might be 
biased, but we do think they are all pretty great. So be sure 
to read them all, but focus on these special ones for you.

Love,
Vanessa

PS- Hack #3 is my personal favorite and was the most fun 
to write!



CHAPTER #1: CONTROL
How to win the social game. 



YOUR SOCIAL GAME PLAN

We will teach you how to create your own social rules. When you 
say no to survive situations and embrace thrive situations, you 
encourage others to also interact in a way that works for them. This 
hack will help you:

•To embrace your authentic self
•Take control of your interactions
•Be socially successful



CHAPTER #3: SPARK
How to have dazzling conversations. 



CONVERSATIONAL SPARKS

We will teach you the science of sparking conversation. When you 
break social scripts with conversation sparks, you engage your 
partner’s need to respond with more interesting and exciting tidbits. 
This hack will help you: 

•Create memorable connections 
•Fuel flowing interactions 
•Find hot-button topics 



CHAPTER #10: CONNECT
How to speak so people listen. 



CONVERSATIONAL SPARKS

We will teach you about the idea of the Story Stack. The more 
great, witty, clever stories you share, the more people will want to 
tell you theirs. This hack will help you:

•Find stories for common trigger topics
•Master the art of storytelling
•Capture imagination and attention



CHOOSE YOUR  
OWN ADVENTURE

our BEST tips for 
MANAGERS! 

Print me!



YOUR CAPTIVATE MAP

HACK #9

HACK #11

HACK #12



Dear Lovely Reader,

We are so thrilled for you to start Captivate--it is the 
beginning of your people skills adventure! Trying to pick a 
favorite behavior hack is like asking to pick a favorite pet. 
But alas, we wanted to select our favorite hacks based on 
YOUR needs. So we pulled these ones out for you to 
focus on. 

There are 14 human behavior hacks total, and we might 
be biased, but we do think they are all pretty great. So be 
sure to read them all, but focus on these special ones for 
you.

Love,
Vanessa

PS- Hack #3 is my personal favorite and was the most fun 
to write!



CHAPTER #9: VALUE
How to get along with anyone. 



THE SCIENCE OF VALUE EXCHANGE

We will teach you about the idea of value languages. When you 
show someone you value them, they are more inclined to respect 
you and your own value language. This hack will help you:

•Get along with anyone you meet
•Fill your parter’s interactional needs
•Know what drives people



CHAPTER #11: EMPOWER
How to lead people. 



EMOTIONAL OWNERSHIP

We will teach you how to lead someone, inspire a team or motivate 
people. The more you empower others, the more they will see you 
as a leader. This hack will help you:

•Share your mission
•Learn others’ unique skill sets
•Give up control



CHAPTER #12: REVEAL
How to build last relationships. 



ASK FOR ADVICE

We will teach you about allowing vulnerability. The more vulnerable 
you are, the more vulnerable people will be with you. This hack will 
help you:

•Embrace imperfection
•Elevate your relationships
•Harness the power of the Franklin Effect



CHOOSE YOUR  
OWN ADVENTURE

our BEST tips for 
PARENTS! 

Print me!



YOUR CAPTIVATE MAP

HACK #6

HACK #8

HACK #13



Dear Lovely Reader,

We are so thrilled for you to start Captivate--it is the 
beginning of your people skills adventure! Trying to 
pick a favorite behavior hack is like asking to pick a 
favorite pet. But alas, we wanted to select our favorite 
hacks based on YOUR needs.  So we pulled these 
ones out for you to focus on. 

There are 14 human behavior hacks total, and we 
might be biased, but we do think they are all pretty 
great. So be sure to read them all, but focus on these 
special ones for you.

Love,
Vanessa

PS- Hack #3 is my personal favorite and was the most 
fun to write!



CHAPTER #6: DECODE
How to uncover hidden emotions. 



THE DECODER

We will teach you how to uncover hidden emotions. When you 
know how to tap into and respond to people’s true emotions, they 
are more incentivized to be direct and learn about yours. This hack 
will help you:

•Spot the 7 microexpressions
•Uncover truth
•Respond to each emotion the right way



CHAPTER #8: APPRECIATE
How to get the best from people. 



FIND YOUR (AND YOUR KIDS’)  
APPRECIATION LANGUAGE

We will teach you about the idea of appreciation languages. When 
you know how someone feels valued you can better tap into their 
needs. This hack will help you:

•Get the best from your kids
•Truly understand your kids’ needs
•Deepen family relationships



CHAPTER #13: PROTECT
How to deal with difficult people. 



THE N-U-T JOB

We will teach you how to become an ally with difficult people. When 
you address someone’s fear by seeking to understand it, you can 
transform the problem into a solution. This hack will help you:

•Know how your social fears dress up
•Name the fear, understand the emotion and transform it
•Say no to toxic people



If you loved Captivate we 
would so appreciate it if you 
wanted to leave a review of 

the book on Amazon or 
Goodreads!

Thank you! Sending a million 
virtual hearts your way! 

https://www.amazon.com/Captivate-Succeeding-Vanessa-Van-Edwards/dp/0399564489/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1486687173&sr=8-1&keywords=captivate
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/31868165-captivate?from_search=true

